
NOBU Hotel in Warsaw
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Sushi bar.



Bar.



Kitchen.



MARRIOTT Renaissance Warsaw Airport Hotel

COMPLETED PROJECT
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with               equipment
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Discover which inspiration you can find for yourself.



Reference letter



MARRIOTT Renaissance Warsaw Airport Hotel



Restaurant Challenge'32



Restaurant Challenge'32



nGin Bar



nGin Bar



kitchen and scullery equipment



COMPLETED PROJECT
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Discover which inspiration you can find for yourself.

Courtyard by Marriott Warsaw Airport          , Poland



Self-service counters.



Bars.
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Baltivia Sea Resort **** in Mielno, Poland



Cooking Line 700 and pot rack system.



Cooking area.



Cooking area.
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Discover which inspiration you can find for yourself.

and custom made solutions
with               equipment

Novikov Restaurant & Lounge, Doha, Qatar



Custom-made glass display cabinet and s/s trolley for roasted ducks.



Preparation counters (neutral, heated cupboards and refrigerated 
counters integrated under one s/s worktop, incl. s/s plinths and overshelves).



S/s Bar. 



COMPLETED PROJECT
and custom made solutions
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Get inspired by completed solutions.
Discover which inspiration you can find for yourself.

Brovarnia Reastaurant, Gdańsk, Poland



Cooking and heated equipment, refrigeration, s/s furniture.



Cooking and heated equipment, refrigeration, s/s furniture.



Cooking and heated equipment, refrigeration, s/s furniture.



Cooking and heated equipment, refrigeration, s/s furniture.



Cooking and heated equipment, refrigeration, s/s furniture.



COMPLETED PROJECT

Get inspired by completed solutions.
Discover which inspiration you can find for yourself.

Canteen, Denmark

and custom made solutions 
with               equipment



Induction canopies with compensation and with LED lighting. 
Condense canopies over dishwasher.



Stainless steel neutral and heated cupbpards, wall shelves.
Custom made ceiling mounted 2 level shelves in two options: neutral and with halotherm infrared halogen lamps.



COMPLETED PROJECT
and custom made solutions
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Discover which inspiration you can find for yourself.

BUFFET



Custom made buffet. The most suitable 
solutions have been used for this project.



Illuminated niches for plates allow gaining additional storage space.
The buffet, even without plates, looks interesting and the illuminated niches 
are aesthetically pleasing - whether left empty or filled.

S/s plinths correspond with the s/s worktop / top, it is also a practical 
and hygienic solution.

Drop-in equipment built in the worktop.

The buffet precisely integrated with the structural elements of the room - 
rectangular pillars.

S/s worktop is one of available solutions. It is less often used than, for example 
granite, but in this case it is perfectly coordinated with the interior design 
of the room. Rounded corners are aesthetic as well as practical details. 
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Custom made buffet. The most suitable 
solutions have been used for this project.



Get inspired by completed solutions.
Discover which inspiration you can find for yourself.

Buffets | Chamber of Commerce, Luxembourg

COMPLETED PROJECT

and custom made solutions
with  equipment



Cameo White Corian counter tops

white HPL fascia panels
LED illuminated removable s/s plinths

A set of 7 elegant buffets and 2 cash desks produced on individual order.
Drop-in refrigerated units were designed to be connected to remote compressor.

Buffets finish perfectly correspond to the elegant surrounds.



niches for the plates enable using 
the space under the counter top in 

a practical way
refrigerated static wells bulit 

in Corian counter tops
LED illuminated glass gantries above 
the refrigerated static wells

A set of 7 elegant buffets and 2 cash desks produced on individual order.
Drop-in refrigerated units were designed to be connected to remote compressor.

Buffets finish perfectly correspond to the elegant surrounds.



glass sneeze screens
in heated buffet

s/s niches in Corian counter 
tops adjusted to place heated hobs

spaces for mobile 
plates dispensers

A set of 7 elegant buffets and 2 cash desks produced on individual order.
Drop-in refrigerated units were designed to be connected to remote compressor.

Buffets finish perfectly correspond to the elegant surrounds.



niches for the plates enable using 
the space under the counter top in 
a practical way

cutlery dispensers fixed to the counter 
top made on individual order

single and double cash desks

custom made 
glass distributor

refrigerated bevarages 
display built in the 

counter top

A set of 7 elegant buffets and 2 cash desks produced on individual order.
Drop-in refrigerated units were designed to be connected to remote compressor.

Buffets finish perfectly correspond to the elegant surrounds.
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